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FOUNDED 2010 IN GERMANY

104 TEAM MEMBERS

13 NATIONALITIES

IN 6 COUNTRIES

STRONG NETWORK

INNOVATION IN PREVENTION
DO IT WITH LOVE, RESPECT & CONDOMS.
CURRENT SITUATION.

AIDS WHO?
CHALLENGES

• Lack of STD-awareness across 13 - 24 years olds across the world

• Lack of sex education

• Increased sense of unease of young people with their own bodies

• Lack of youth friendly services

• Social stigma (STI, HIV)

• Challenging for young people to access services

• Lack of innovative ideas that make a difference for young people
WHAT WE NEED.

A C...
WE NEED ACCESS.
WHAT WE DO.
ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE, PROTECTION & SERVICES
AWARENESS CREATION.

GET PEOPLE´S ATTENTION.
LOOKS GOOD, FEELS BAD.

DO IT WITH LOVE, RESPECT AND CONDOMS
WE CAN END AIDS.
SEX EDUCATION.
ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE.
sex

education

woman + man = baby
CONDOM DISTRIBUTION.

ACCESS TO PROTECTION.
HAUS OF PREVENTION.
BY YOUTH AGAINST AIDS

„Do it with love, respect & condoms“
HAUS OF
PREVENTION.
BY YOUTH AGAINST AIDS

„Do it with love, respect & condoms“
DIGITAL PREVENTION.
ACCESS TO SERVICES.
Hey there! Welcome to FAQ YOU

Here you can ask any question you may have on how to prevent from sex disease and how to treat them.

Oh! And this is a safe place, you remain anonymous so don’t be afraid to ask any question.

Are you ready? Cool 😊, you can ask your first question below!

Type your question
KEY LEARNINGS.

to take away.
LEARNINGS

• Help young people to grow & develop to become partners
• Listening can be difficult, but it is necessary. Take each other seriously
• Provide a clear framework and set rules together (collaboration)
• Do what is relevant for your target group and not what you think is right for yourself
• Try and error: try things out quickly, be prepared to make mistakes
THANK YOU.

@danielnag3l @yaa_intl

The thoughts and suggestions documented in this presentation are the intellectual property of Youth against AIDS e. V. and are subject to the applicable copyright law. The unauthorized use, the whole or partial duplication as well as any passing on to third parties is not permitted.
THANK YOU!

@danielnag3l @yaa_intl